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INTRODUCTION 

Subsurface temperature data recorded in the routine testing of wells 

drilled for petroleum can be used to!dentify areas which may contain notential 

geothermal resources. 

The Earth Science Laboratory is engaged in a systematic study of oil and 

gas well temperatures obtained from a file nrenared by Petroleum Information 

Corporation of Denver. Temneratures appearing in this file are those obtained 

in the following well test cycles: (1) Initial Potential tests, (2) Formation 

tests (drill stem tests), and (3) Production tests. The file lists 

temperatures recorded in such tests in the western United States since 

December 31, 1964. Figure 1 shows the area covered by the search. Thermal 

measurements are not on file from several of the states. Nearly 7,000 wells 

with temperatures and associated depth appear in the file as listed in Table 

1. 
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T0.hle 1 

Wells retriever! in the Petroleum Information Cornoration thermal search 

hv states. 

State t'lo. of ~Ie 11 s State No. of i!Jpll s 
---~- ---- -------~ --~.- --------

,1\laska n North !1a '<otn r,?0 

.Ari zona Fi () reno!'] 0 

Cal Horn; a ° Sout.h 'lakotn 71 

Colorado 1,097 TPXilS ?41 

Irfaho 2 Utah lql 

e~ontana 1,0113 HilShinqton '1 

[lel/arla 1~ \'/I'omi n1 ? ,rIC) 3 

Hel,., /,1ex i co fi3S 



The Petroleum Informa tion fil e contains only a small percentaqe of the 

well ~mperatures available. In the conterminous western states and Al~ska 

there are approximately 150,000 wells comoleted since 1 9~4 in which bottom 

hole temperatures have been recorded in qeophysical lo gg ing. In Utah over 

1,100 temperatures from geophysical lo gs have been ildded to the Petroleum 

Informat ion values. This is a five -fol d increase in rlata points here. 

This investi gat ion was undertaken to evaluate the possibility of 

discoverinq clues to the location of unidentified geotherma l systems by 

examining thermal data from oil wells. It i s probably that ma ny geothermal 

systems have r ema ined undiscovered because of lac k of obvious surface 

evidence. Renner and others (197 5) believe this to be the case with 

w~ter-dominated systems. 

Higher than norma l t empe ratures in oil wells mi ght be expected in the 

following situations: 

1) Whe re faults extend to depth and provide routes for the ascent of 

fluid~ s heated in the geothermal qradi ent . 

2) Whe re there i s an anomalous concentrat ion of heat at the base of 

the crust (Oiment and others , 1975). 

3) Beneath layers of low the rmal conductivity material. 

4) Above basement rocks that contain mode rate or high concentrations 

of radioactive minera l s (Combs and Simmons, 1973) . 

5) In the prese nc e of hiqh l evel magma chambers (Sm i th and Shaw Ig7S). 

6) In qeopressurized areas. 

7) \l/he r e exothermic chemical reactions are takinq pl ace in the earth ( ?? ') 



(????). 

Deep circulation along falJlts m~v produce large thermal anomalies 

relatively near the surface which could be detected in oil wells. Where heat 

is transferred solely by conduction, thermal anomalies related to radiogenic 

heat, magma chambers, and sources near the base of the crust, thermal 

anomalies may be more subtle, and it has been usual to rely upon more accurate 

temperature measurements to detect them. 

Oil and qas wells are drilled in porous rock of sedimentary basins where 

hydrology is bound to be a significant factor in bottom hole temperatures and, 

I>Jith the aidff:}(j water in heat transport, thermal anomalies may be found 

considerable distances from the heat source. 

Temperatures are taken over a wide range of depths in petroleum 

explorations wells and it is the usual practice to oresent sucr, data as 

gradients; each gradient being calculated over the interval from the surface 

to the point of measurement. As emnhasized by Birch (1954), the principal 

variables affecting temperature gradient in the outer~jvers of the crust are 

thermal conductivity and water movement. Hence a qradient man does not 

provide much information about the fundamental quantity, heat flow. This is 

not a serious disadvantaqe if the targets sought are water-dominated 

hydrothermal convection systems. Also, elevated temperatures resulting from a 

high thermal conductivity insulating laver may provide the extra marqin 

necessary for energy extraction. 



BHT's in THERMAL STUDIES 

All temperatures in the Petroleum Information file Hre listed as BHT's 

(bottom hole temperatures) although they are not alsways taken at the bottom 

of the hole. Te\rmperatures obtained from geophysical logs are also called 

BHT's. These are measured with maximum-reading thermometers in logging tools 

and are assumed to be the temperature at the bottom of the logged interval 

which mayor may not be at the bottom of the hole. 

The BHT's measured in initial potential, formation, and production tests, 

as well as those recovered in geophysical logging, are not actual formation 

temperatures unless the well has been static long enough for the borehole and 

adj acent format; on temperatures to stab1 i 1 i ze. If taken immedi ate1 y after 

drilling, the measured temperature may differ from the actual formation 

temperature by as much as 450C (Timko and Fertl, 1972). However, an 

exponential temperature adjustment begins with the cecession of drilling fluid 

circulation, and the time required to lower testing equipment into the hole 

allows for an appreciable adjustment, particularly if the temoerature is taken 

at the bottom point of the hole. The thermal disturbances responsible for 

this instability have a number of sources; the most important, over the range 

of depths considered here, is the effect of circulatinq drilling fluid which 

tends to cool the lower parts of the hole. Lachenbruch and Rrewer (19SQ) 

aporoximated these disturbances with a constant line heat source in a uniform 

infinite medium and found a solution for true formation temperature at a fixed 

depth as a function of time. A number of investigators have used this 

relationship to correct BHT's for calculating qeothermal ~rarlients (Evans and 

Coleman, 1974; Dowdle and Co~b, 1974; Grisafi and others, 1974; Timko and 



Fertl, 1972). 

In the Reconcavo Rasin in grazil, Carvalho and Vacquier (1977) used 

uncorrected BHT's from electric logs to calculate gradients and heat flow. 

They recommend that in future work of this kind an attemnt should be made to 

correct BHT's for disequilibrium conditions usinq time considerations. They 

suggest that the heat flow difference they calculated for various oil fields 

in the Basin are related to the deoth a basement oroducing radiogenic heat and 

the presence of shale diapins. 

Schoeppel and Gilarranz (1966) used temperatures from electric loqs to 

prepare a gradient map of Oklahoma. They state that, by judicious selection 

of data from logs, temoerature measurements can be expected to be within 5 

percent of the formation temperature. They picked temperatures taken as lona 

as possible after the circulation of drilling fluids had ceased and took the 

last recorded BHT's of very deep wells in vJhich multiple logs had been run. 

In 1975, the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, in conjunction 

with the U. S. Geological Survey, published a Geothermal Qradient map of North 

America. This mao was constrllcted from temperature data in over 25,000 wells 

after the rejection of discordant values and using standard filterinq and 

smoothing procedures. This is a regional map from which local anomalies were 

intentionally eliminated, Kehle and others (1970). 

Data of the present study, both from Petroleum Information and 

geophysical loqs, do not include information necessary to correct RHT's with 

time factors as outlined by Lachenbruch and Brewer (1959) nor is it Dossible 



to select temperatures which have closely approached e~uiblibrium as did 

Schoeppel and Gilarranz (1966). All temperatures considererl in his 

investiqation are uncorrected values. Discordant data have not been 

eliminated since discovering local anomalies is one of the major objectives of 

this study. Significant errors are sure to exist, not only due to thermal 

disequilibrium but to poor oil-field measuring techniques as well, but 

SUbstantial uncertainties can be tolerated in the search for l~arqe local 

anomalies. 

ELK BASIN COMPARISON 

Heasler (1978) has published some reliable downhole temperatures from the 

Elk Basin oil field in northwestern Wyoming. These temnerature measurements 

were made after the wells had essentially attained thermal equilibrium. They 

were taken at discrete intervals of 5 and 10 meters, from the surface to a 

maximum depth of 1,772 meters, in five oil wells. A stratigraphic interval 

from the Upper Cretaceous Claggett Formation to the upner part of the 

Mississippian ~adison Formation was covered. 

The Petroleum Information file contains 23 temperatures in the Elk Basin 

field and an additional 20 in the nearby Silvertin and Silvertip South fields. 

Figure 2 shows the oil fields which provirled the Petroleum Information data 

and the locations of wells tested by Heasler. 

Figure 3 shows a part of the stratigraphic column at th Elk Basin field 

and the stratigraphic locations at which the 43 Petroleum Information 

tempertures were recorrled. In some cases drill stem test intervals overlapoed 

formation boundaries as shown in the fiqure. 
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Figure 4 is a depth plot of the file temoeratures in Elk Basin, Silvertip 

and Silvert~ South oil fields. Selected temperatures from three wells tested 

by Heasler are also shown here. The least squares fit of 43 Petroleum 
. 

Information temperature-depth values has a slope of 21.1 0C/km. The depth 

range tested by Heasler covers very little of the depth region of Petroleu~ 

Information temperatures but, from Figure 3, it appears that regression 

analysis provides a fair approximation of the true gradient over this 

interval. At the time of measurement, the Petroleum Information temneratures 

had not equilibrataJand are thus lower than those of Heasler. 

DATA HANDLING 

Gradients to surface were calculated for all wells using as surface 

tempe~!tures the climatic division averages oublished by the National Oceanic 
1 ~ 

and Atmospheri c Admi ni strati on \(1974). StAch surface temperatures can produce 

reasonably good gradients to the surface if the points of temperature 

measurement are at appreciable depths (Heasler, 1978, p.89) but, for shallow 

tempet~atures, gradients are ususallv excessively hiqh. Fiqurr. y, compiled 

from well temperatures in Utah, illustrates this. In this figure temoerature 

gradients, averaged over 100m intervals, are olotted against depth. The hiqh 

qradients noted at shallow depths could result from using surface temperatures 

too low in value. It may be that the average atmospheric temperatures are 

lower than the averaqe ground surface temDe~tures. This is speculative, but 

an insulating layer of snow in winter, for example, would cause the ground to 

be substantially warmer than the air. 

The introduction of heat into a borehole bv drilling fluids will have an 

effect on the thermal gradient calculated from the surface. The temperatures 



of drilling fluid is more likely to be related to the seasonal surface 

temperature than to the mean annual temperature. Seventy-three thermal 

gradients in Utah to depths of less than 500 meters were compared with the 

seasons in which they were measured. There is a correlation hetween seasons 
. ~ 

and averaqe gradients as shown on Figure. bllt average qradients, even for the 

coldest months, are all anomalously high. Heat generated by the friction of 

drilling and the deformation of drill rod is generally insignificant (Bullard, 

1947, and lachenbruch and Brewer, 1959). 

In Figure ,thermal gradients appear to have stabilized at a uniform 

value of about 220C/km near 1,800 meters. In Utah, if only temperatures from 

depths greater than 1,ROO meters were utilized, half of the data points would 

be eliminated and an important part of this study is the identification of 

anomalously warm waters at shallow depths which might be useful as low 

temperature enerqy resources. 

In presenting the results, high gradient areas produced by a predominance 7 

of shallow temperatures are noted. 

RESULTS 

The Petroleum Information file lists a number of individual well 

temperatures in the western states which are high enouqh, and at suitable 

depths, to be attractive as potential geothermal energy resources, though 

water availibility in these wells is not ~nown. In an agreement between 

Petroleum Information Corporation and the Earth Science Laboratory, 

information on individual wells cannot be released, but no such restriction 

applies to geoohysical log data collected from state agencies. 



Within ~ajor oil fields, the Petroleum Information file provides a high 

density of data points but, in surrounding areas, they are often SD limited 

that regional trends are difficut to establish. Also, in areas not noted for 

oil porduction, sllch as the Basin and Range Provin~~, very few data points 

appear. In Table 1, the number of wells retrieved in the Petroleu~ 

.~ Information Corporation thermal search are listed by state. v{tih the addition 

of data points in Utah from another source, six states have regions where well 

densities are high enough to outline concentrations of anomalous gradients. 

These are: Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North nakota, Utah, and Wyoming. 

Well temperature data in North Dakota and ~'/yomi ng are bei nq eval uated by state 

groups. The remaining four states will be discussed here. 

1 
Fi qures if, ;r, and A are maps of Colorado, Montana, New Mexido, and 

Utah, respectively on which comoarisons are made between areas of hiqh thermal 

gradients and areas considered generally favorable for the recovery of thermal 

waters as outlined bv Sammel (1978). High gradient areas appearing on these 

maps are those in which a larqe percentage of gradients exceed 3SoC/km. All 

gradients were calclllated to the surface usinq the mean annual atmospheric 

temoerature. As explained earlier, gradients calculated fro~ shallow deot~s 

are likely to be exaqqerated. Anomalous areas of Fiqures throuqh are 

listed in Table 2. 

There exist isolated h;g~-qradient wells with attractive RHTls which 

cannot be conveniently placed in anomalous areas. Others are sure to be found t 

in the examination of data from state oil and qas agencies. 

Colorado 



Colorado well s in the Petrol eum Informati on f il e are most abunda nt in the 

Great Pl ai ns , pa r t ic ul arl y in the De nv er Ras in. The re are no well s at all 

l yin g wi th i n areas consi de r ed ge nerall y fav orab l e fo r the recovery of the rmal 

wate r s as ou t lined by Samme l (1978) . 

The Ri co an oma lou s area (5) li es just west of the Du nto n-Rico Hot Sp rin~s 

in Dwl ores Cou nty. Th ese srrin q wate r s , r a n g i n~ f r om 2B OC t o 46 0 C are 

be li eved t o come from deep circ ul at ion in fa ul ts (Sammel, 197B ) . The gh i gh 

geotherma l grad i ents he re ar i se f rom BHT1s take n i n Mi ss i ss i pp i an ~ n d 

Pennsy lvani an rocks. 

I 
the re are 13 areas of anoma lous qrad i ents shown in Co l orado . Two of 

these, t he Akron and Wray areas and con t i guous , hut ar e li sted as separate 

areas because of the ma rked di ffe rence i n the depths and format ion s f rom wh i ch 

BHT1 s we re obta ined . The anoma l ous area nea rest to a maj or popul at ion ce nter 

i s Be rthou d (7), s ix mil es south of Lovel and. 

Monta na 

All of the Petrol eum Informa ti on well s in Mon ta na are east of the 

Cont inenta l Divi de and none li e with i n areas co ns i de red qenerall y favo ra l e 

fo r the recovery of therma l waters . Ten anoma l ous areas are cl ass i f i ed, three 

of wh i ch ar i se from BH T1 s at very shall ow depths; the Havre (1) , Ma l ta (2) , 

and Laurel (10) areas. The l ast i 5 nea r the popul at ion cente r of 8illi nqs. 

The Ha vre hi gh grad i ent are (1) is near the Li ttl e Rocky mounta i ns where 

therma l sp r ings i ssue from rocks of the Mad i son Grouo i n th ree maj or areas 

(Samme l , 1978) . High grad i ents from Petro l eum Informat i on data here nearl y 
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all arise from shallow depths (one less than 100 meters) in Cretaceous rocks. 

Many RHT's are hiqher than the Maxi~um temperature measured in the sorinqs of 

the Little Rockies. The outline of the area considered generally favorable 

for the recovery of thermal waters miqht be justifiably extended to cover ~ 

of the anomalous qradient area. 

New r~exico 

In New Mexico, good data density from the Petroleum Information file 

exists only in the San Juan 8asin in the northwest and the Delaware Basin in 

the southeast. Three areas, considered generally favorable for the recovery 

of thermal waters, lie in the San Juan Basin but only one is associated with a 

high gradient area. Here water of 32 0C and 4ROC are encountered in two wells 

at 304 and 686 meters, respectively. These waters are found in (arly Tertiary 

sedimentary rocks and are believed to be due to deep circualtion (Sammel, 

1978) . RHT's in the anomalous Chaco Mesa area are from unper Jurassic and 

Lower Cretaceous rocks and produce qradients up to 41 0C/km. 

The Delaware Basin contains a large number of wells hut very few 

anomalous gradients. 

Utah 

The Petroleum Information file lists 191 wells in Utah. An additional 

1,100 temperatures have been added from geoohysical logs obtained from Utah 

State agencies. This is not a complete assemblage of well temperatures in 

Utah. Several thousand additional data ooints are available oub1ic 

records. 

Ninety-four percent of the data points in Utah lie in the Colorado 



Plateau. As a result, in eastern Utah there is a better distribution of 

thermal gradient values than in most other areas of comoarable size. 

Only one area in Utah, considered generally favorable for the recovery of 

thermal waters by the USGS, lies in a "region of best \'/ell density" on Figure 

This one area lies in the Uinta Basin in northeastern Utah. Thermal 

waters here are attr~i btlted to deep ci rcul ati on in the Duchesne falll t zone. 

Thermal waters considered in outlining this favorable area are fOllnd in well 

at depths of less than 400 meters with a maximum temnerature of 5~oC (Sammel, 

1978). All of the SHT's examined in this study are at deoths much greater 

than this (up to 5.00dmeters) and, although none producer! anomalous gradients, 
i 

temperatures up to 120 0C were recorded. This is a situation in which the 

waters are heated in a normal geothermal gradient and have moved upward by 

convection along a fault zone. The absence of an anomalous gradient 

illustrates how the vertical positions of data points in oil wells can be as 

important as their horizontal distributions in locating thermal waters. 

The~ Price anomalous area (2) is near a moderate sized population center, 

bllt BHT's here are from shallow depths and the maximum temoerature recorded is 

only 40 0C. This temoerature miqht be useful under favorable conditions of 

water supply and location. 

Anomalolls gradients in Grand County (4) have a close spatial relationship 

to outcropoing Mancos shale where it crosses the IJncompahqre Uolift (see 

r:- • . 1 gure ). It is possible that the low thermal conductivity of the Mancos 

Shale contributes to the anomalous gradients. The absence of an anomaly over 

l'1ancos on the v/est miqht be expl ained by cool inq due to qrollndwater introdtJced 
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from the high plateaus of central Utah and from the Green River. 

Precambrian rocks which form thA core of the Uncomoahqre Uplift are 

composed of gneissic qranodiorite which was intruded in Precamhrian time by 

quartz monzonite and a biotite-muscovite granite (Hedge and others, 1968). 

Bounding the Uplift on the southwest is a steep fault of large vertical 

displacement. From a gravity survey, Case and ']oesting (1972) estimate the 

total relief of the Precambrian surface to be of the order of 19,000 feet. 

The anomalous gradients could reflect the presence of thermal waters ascending 

along this fault. Another oossible cause of the anomalous gradients is 

radiogenic heat from the granitic rocks of the Uncompahgre Complex. If this 

true, a heat flow high shOlHil' occur here. No published heat floYI values are 

available but the geologic situation is somewhat similar to that of the Zuni 

Uplift in New Mexico. There, high heat flow has been reported by Reiter and 

others (1975) to which radioqenic heat from Precambrian may be a significant 

contributor (Brookins, 1978). 



CO ~JCLUSIO IS 

Areas of anomaoulsy high thermal qradients can be identified from bottom 

hole temperatures in oil wells even though these temperatures have not 

equilibrated with adjacent formation temperatures and are not, in themselves, 

very precise. In Colorado, Montan and New Mexico high gradients appear to be 

associated with areas ge nerally considered favorabl e for the recovery of 

thermal waters. These are the Rico, Havre , and Chaco Mesa anomalous areas 

which appear in Tab l e 2. Some other reqions rega rded as having geothermal 

energy potentials are not reoresented by anomalous gradients. A reason fo r 

this may be that bottom hole temperatures were measured at depths or in 

formations which are not closely elated to the source of thermal waters. An 

example of this is an area in the Uinta Bas in of Utah whe re normal qeothermal 

gradients were calculated from deep temperatures, whil~ known thermal waters 
~ 

~ are found at shall ow depths. The concl usi n here is that deer ci rcul ati on in a j/ 
f ault zone has all owed meteori c waters to be heated in a normal qeothermal 1/ 
qrad i ent. Had the te~oeratures here been measu red at shallow depths this 

thermal area mi~ht well have been found. 

The i de ntificaiton of a potential qeotherma l resource from oil well 

temperatures rlepends upon the fortuitollS locat ion of BHT's in both the 

horizontal and vertical dimension. The density of data points, are hence the 

likelihood of finding a promising thermal area, can be increased bv collectinq 

mo re values from th~ vast store of BHT ' s filed wi th state aqenc i es. 

In the anomalous areas listed in Table 2, there are often BHT ' s which are 

especia lly attract ive and wh ich , if a sui tab l e water supp ly exists, are 
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possible candidates for energy production. A number of isolated wells have 

this same apparent potential. /\nomalous areas may be indicative of thermal 
I~ 1'6 

regions and iTIay heln direct exploration programs butl\the individual hiqh 

gradient well that provides the best direct clue to a potential geothermal 

energy source. It is recommended that geothermal exploration based on oil 

well temperatures be initially directed toward the finding of individual wells 

with exceptionally promising thermal characteristics. 
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